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A cold patch north-east of the Bonifacio Strait has been observed during the 

TEMPO experiment {Sanloleri and Guymer 1989, Viola 1989) from NOAA intra,:ed 

images, as well from aircraft and ship measurements. 

This patch indicat.e the pr-eeeru:e of a cyclonic eddy correspondi~ to a region of 

cold water, which aeveral authors attributed to forcing by the wind tunneled from 

the Bonifacio Strait, in particular during the Summer (Krivoahep and Ovchinnikov 

1973). 

The German Poler-4 aircraft of the Alfred Wegener Institute wu equipped with the 

Rotating Antenna C-Band Scatterometer (RACS) and a KT-4 infrared radiometer, to 

evaluate the wind field (Wiemann 1989) and the sea aurface temperature over the 

exp!rimental area. 

Simultaneous measurements of the normalized radar cross sect.ion and ot the 

radiometric sea surface temperature were performed for nine f1qrht miaaione be

tween September 28 and October 10, 1989. 

The measurement.a of the thermal atructure of the aea surface obtained b7 KT-4 

and NOAA satelHte ahow a hieh correlation although the abaohne valuea 1INtllBUNtd 

ahow a difference of r O, between. the two platforms. 

Fortunately due to t.he naeteo.rological condition the formation and the evolution of 

the cold eddy could be observed b7 the NOAA imal(ea. Intact. IIU'O~ weaternb" wind 

were blowing before the campain started. The wind tunnelling and the diverpnce 

flux, responsible for the eddy cooling- could only be observed t.wo t.t.mea durinc 

the camps.in. Aa an example in Fig. 1 is presented the flight performed on October 

7 when the wind speed waa up to 10 m/a fl'Om Weat. 
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